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I checked this in the church and in our regional office for confirmation regarding the CLAIM OF 

SANCTUARY CHURCH that True Mother and FFPWU had changed the Divine Principle. 

 

One false point: the title of their article is "New Divine Principle" but the book manual title is: True 

Parents life course. 

 

(Below) Lecturer's Textbook Manual 

 

Second false point: in the first statement they quoted Rev Young Hwi Kim about "we need to change the 

Divine Principle" then next statement is "but he didn't give the details". So it means it's not happening yet 

and I'm very sure it will not happen. Further, if you will read the entire content of that article, almost all 

their claims are ASSUMING... read it for yourself to see. 

 

As I already told some who asked me. "We don't have such book here" now as I confirmed it the more I 

can say that it's an Absolute Lie! 

 

Third false point: as you can see the book cover is written in Korean how come the inside diagram is 

written in Japanese? And this lecturer manual is not existing here. 

 

As a lecturer here in Korea and has been updated always with all lecturing materials from International 

Leadership Conference twice a year and has been communicating always with our regional church for 

Korean materials, I really doubt this claim from the very beginning I saw this. 

 

It's really a strange thing for me because I NEVER SAW OR HEARD OR BEING INSTRUCTED TO 

USE SUCH DISTORTED DIAGRAM. 

 

Fourth false point: I showed this diagram to MY PASTOR and his first reaction was... WHAT IS THIS? 

I showed it to all our Japanese members in the church and everybody was shocked why it was distorted 

like that. NOBODY HERE knows this! 

 

IF EVER THIS IS TRUE.... would they be surprised? Of course NOT! 

 

Added to this issue is the claim that FFWPU has changed the idea of trinity placing True Mother on top 

of the circle with God and True Father inside accusing us that True Mother presume herself to be above 

True Father. 

 

These two attached pictures are never been taught here, never been seen here even a shadow form, they 

never exist nor being discussed here.... WE DONT HAVE ANY IDEA about these... 

 

Their claims are totally a fabricated LIE to destroy others! 

 

 

 



The NEW Divine Principle 

Japanese text in the manual declares that True Mother lS True Parents and that True Mother, 
God and True Father are a trinity with "God and True Father inside T rue l\1:otber." 
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What exactly do these FFWP theological statements mean? The idea of God, Adam and Eve 
being a trinity is nothing new, but Eve taldng the subject position is opposite from the Principle 

view that Christ, in a subjective position, "the True 
Paiber, Would come and restore bis Bride,''3 who is in an 
object position. 

Eve taldng the subject position in the 4 Position 
Foundation may explain why Mother bas staned to sit on 
Faiber's throne, as shown in ibe photo at left. No 
exi>lanation has been giveo why Father bas been 
relegated to the Object position in the empty chair 
(viewer's right). When and why did rhat happen? ts this 

the reason Mother feels she bas the authority to have harsh statemems by Father removed from 
the Cheon Seong Gyeong so that it is more "polished"? Or to have the Divine Principle left out 
of the central scriptures listed in the Cheon II Guk constitution (artide 14)? 

The idea of God and True Father being INSIDE 
True Mother is certainly a new doctrine that 
FFWPU should proudly be explaining to American 
brothers and sisters very soon. At right is a visual 
representation of this statement. 

Following is an attempt to make sense of this 
intriguing new teaching. 

Mother has declared that, unlike Father, she was 
born sinless (From her "OoJy Begotten Daughter" 
speech, July 2, 2014, "The process of changing the 
lineage occurred while I was in my mother's womb. 
This is something you have to believe ... Tue 
moment when True Father succeeded Jesus· 
mission, when Jesus appeared ro him, this qualified 
True Father as God's only begolten son. Do you 
understand? This is something you have to 

NEW FFWP TRINITY 
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know."). Is this why she believes she is qualified to have Father "inside" ofber? 

As for why Mother is said to be carrying God ins·ide her, r have no idea. The FFWP W1ll have to 
explain tbatone.4 



The NEW Divine Principle 

On November 16, 2013, near the end of his speech as part of h is 5 City Speaking 
Tour at the New Yorker hotel, Rev. Young Hwi Kim stated, " we may have to 
change the Divine Principle." Fie did nor give details, but said this in the context of U"'!~ 
speaking about the imponance of the Cheongpyeong providence of ancestor 
liberation. 

This year, brothers and sisters were told they should liberate 420 generations of 
ancestors instead of 210, of course centering on Cheongpyeong.1 Soon ajler True Father's 
passing to the spirjt worJd, Mother aJso declared thai "True Father will only come to me or to . . 
Cbeongpyeong.'" 

Cheongpyeong clearly bas assumed a central importance in the Family Federation's 
understanding of God's providence. Few Unificationist theologians have undertaken a discussion 
about ibis shift, and how it jmpacts, and chQJiges, the Divine Principle we have been teaching for 
more than 4 decades. 

r am not a big fan of theologicaJ debates, whicJ.t I often find to quickJy deteriorate mto angsy 
entrenched positions, "~th lirue gained by either party. But I feel compelled to point out to 
brothers and sisters who have followed True Parents far m any decades of their Jives, that there 
are fundamental changes to the QjvinePrinciple being implemented by the Family Federation 
that have not, to my knowledge, been publicized in the U.S.A. 

The following booklet cover image is from a FFWP training manual in Korean and in Japanese 
titled " CIC 2"• Year (2014) Mandatory Material for the Pr ogram for Strengthening 
(Ministering) Ability of Church Lea ders/Pastors." 
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......................... .............. 

In thfa training manual, the wife (Eve) is shown in the (viewer's left) subject position of the 4 
Position Foundation art!! the husband (Adam) is in the (viewer's right) object position. 
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